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stood that Mr. Merton was a vulgar, grasping man of no
breeding ; who had somehow entrapped * your aunt Bertha
—who was very foolish and very young'—into a most
undesirable marriage. As for Mrs. Merton—Aunt Bertha—
Fanny had with her many photographs, among them
several of her mother. A weak, heavy face, rather pretty
still. Diana had sought her own mother in it, with a
passionate, yet shrinking curiosity; only to provoke a
rather curt reply from Fanny, in answer to a question she
had, with difficulty, brought herself to put—
1 Not a bit!   There wasn't a scrap of likeness between
mother and Aunt Sparling/
The evening passed off better than the morning had
done. Byes more acute in her own interests than Diana's
might have perceived a change in Fanny Merton, after her
long conversation with Mrs. Colwood. A certain excite-
ment, a certain triumph, perhaps an occasional relent-
ing and compunction: all these might have been observed,
or guessed, She made herself cpite amiable; showed
more photographs, talked still more frankly of her card-
winnings on the steamer, and of the flirtation which had
beguiled the voyage; bespoke the immediate services ol
Diana's maid for a dress that must be done up; and
expressed a desire for another and a bigger wardrobe in
her room. Gradually a tone of possession, almost of
command, crept in. Diana, astonished and amused, made
no resistance. These, she supposed, were West-Indian
manners. The Colonies are like healthy children that
submit in their youth, and then grow up and order the
household about. What matter 1
Meanwhile Mrs. Colwood looked ta little pale, and con-
fessed to a headache. Diana was pleased, however, to
see that she anc^ Fanny were getting on better than had
seemed to be probable in the morning. Fanny wished—

